
NORTHERN LIGHTS REGION 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

11-10-22 

 

Attending: Amy LaCroix, Bill Robey, Jennifer Prekeges, Bill Jennison, Mary Palmer 

Agenda: 

1) 2023 budget 

2) Gwinwood request and grant policy 

3) Resignation of Tim Shipe as chair of Commission on Ministry as of Feb. 2023 

4) Agenda for upcoming regional board meeting 

Discussion: Amy opened the meeting in a prayer. 

1) 2023 budget – the Finance team (Mary, Bill R, David Helseth, Monica Myers-Greenberg, _____ 

Budinski) met Oct. 25.  The committee is mostly made of people who have not been involved in 

regional budget preparation, and they had a lot of questions.  Consequently, the budget has not 

come together. The plan will be to craft the budget before the end of the year, then have a 

regional board meeting to approve it.   

Bill J. will work with Mary and Bill R. to put a budget together for the Finance team to 

work with. Bill R. will request that the region’s outreach be paid; the recipients and amounts are 

already in the budget, so no board action is needed. 

2) Gwinwood request/grant policy – Bill R. and Bill J. have a draft policy for general requests for 

money.  They struggled to write criteria for new programs that do not fall into other grant 

opportunities. The transformation and reconciliation funds have specific purposes that make it 

easier to evaluate each request.  

The Gwinwood request, for $20,000 to support a marketing consultant, is more 

operational than special-project in nature. Bill R. learned at the Gwinwood trustee meeting that 

Gwinwood has a $44,000 outstanding debt from a facility renter that has gone to collections. If 

recovered, this would more than cover the requested grant.  Gwinwood bookings are looking 

good for 2023.  For these reasons, we think it would be premature to act on the request at this 

time.  

3) Resignation of Tim Shipe as chair of Commission on Ministry, effective Feb. 2023 – we will need 

to find a new chair (ideally from among the current CoM members), and we will need to find a 

new CoM member to fill Tim’s spot.  Amy noted that the 6-year term is becoming very 

problematic, with CoM members frequently dropping off the commission. Bill R. will ask Adam 

Janes to take over the chair position, and will consider a male clergy candidate to fill the rest of 

Tim’s term. 

4) Agenda for upcoming regional board meeting – agenda includes September financials, draft 

policy on general financial grants, Gwinwood request, resignation of CoM chair, reports 

including regional minister search committee. 

Bill asked about regularly scheduling executive committee meetings. Thursdays are good for the 

members present.  We will plan to meet Jan. 12 and March 9, with board meetings proposed for 

February 12 and May 14. Bill R. closed the meeting with a prayer. 



 


